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1 Summary

In this deliverable, we outline work which was done for Work Package 1 in the final year of the
project. We made progress in understanding the persistence of maps. There has been progress
made in this year in the computation of both the eigenvalues as well as the generalized eigenvectors
of a sampled system.

There has also been algorithmic progress in the form of an incremental algorithm for the persis-
tence of a pair of maps. In addition to a proof-of-concept code, we are currently preparing a paper
on this new algorithm.

We have also begun work on a better representation for chain maps building on the work reported
last year on the equivalence of Cech, Delaunay and Wrap complexes through simple homotopies.
This defines a way to “flow” chain structures through the filtration. This will provide tighter
approximations of maps than are currently possible.

The work on cohomology of recurrent systems is reported on in the Delvierable for applications
(4.3), since it the techniques have been applied as a feature for the epidemiology of flu seasons.
Finally, the majority of work on a Unified Theory as well as tree-like persistence is reported on
in the Deliverable for Categorical Systems (Deliverable 3.3), since it is an direct extension of the
topoidal foundations for persistence. Here, we do, however, outline the current state of progress
torwards a stability theorem for generalized persistence - which is also currently being prepared for
submission.

This report is based on the following papers and reports:

• G. Jablonski, “Persistent homology of a self-map,” PhD Thesis

• M. Ethier, G. Jablonski, M. Mrozek, “Computing the persistence of a self-map with the
Kronecker canonical form,” submitted

• M. Juda, P. Skraba, “An Incremental Algorithm for Computing the Persistence of a Pair of
Maps,” in prepration

• U. Bauer, H. Edlesbrunner, G. Jablonski, M. Mrozek, “Chain Maps on Delauanay Complexes
from Discrete Morse Theory and Persistence Flow,” in preparation

• J. Pita Costa, M. Vejdemo-Johansson, P. Skraba, “The Persistence Topos,” in preparation.

We do not explictly report on it here, hwoever there has also been work on discretization strate-
gies for Poincare maps which can be found in the paper “Discretization strategies for computing
conley indices and Morse decompositions of flows,” by K. Mischaikow, M. Mrozek, F. Weilandt,
(submitted). Also we have investigated the computation of the fundamental group in “Fundamen-
tal Group Algorithm for Low-Dimensional Tesselated CW Complexes,” by P. Brendel, G. Ellis, M.
Juda and M. Mrozek (submitted). Finally, we also mention the following paper, which looks at the
lattice structure which exists in directed spaces - “On the hierarchy of d-structures,” by J. Pita
Costa and L. Fajstrup (submitted).
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2 Generalized Eigenfunctors

Here we present the algorithm for computing the generalized eignfunctor of a self-map. Recall that
for a fixed value λ P F and an endomorphism γ : V Ñ V we define the set:

Eλpγq :“ tv P V | γpvq “ λvu (1)

We call Eλpγq the eigenspace of λ. If Eλpγq ‰ 0 then λ is called an eigenvalue of γ and non-zero
vectors in Eλpγq are called eigenvectors. Note that Eλpγq is a subspace of V .

For a pair of maps, we extend the definition of an eigenspace to a pair of linear maps:

Definition 2.1. For a pair ϕ,ψ : U Ñ V and λ P F we define

Ēλpϕ,ψq :“ tu P U | λϕpuq “ ψpuqu

and
Eλpϕ,ψq :“ Ēλpϕ,ψq{pĒλpϕ,ψq X kerϕq

If Eλpϕ,ψq ‰ 0 then we call λ an eigenvalue of the pair pϕ,ψq and Eλpϕ,ψq an eigenspace of the
pair.

Eigenvectors for an eigenvalue t are given as non-zero solutions to the equation γpvq “ λv. We
can rewrite the equation as ψϕ´1pvq “ λv. Let u :“ ϕ´1pvq, then ϕpuq “ ϕϕ´1pvq “ v. This lead
to the equation:

ψpuq “ λϕpuq (2)

which is the condition for u to be in Ēλpϕ,ψq.
If we know only Γ an approximation of Gγ, the projection ϕ : Γ Ñ V may not be invertible.

But, the equation (2) still makes sense.
Given λ P F and an endomorphism γ : U Ñ U one can generalize equation (1) to:

Eλ,kpγq :“ tv P V | pγ ´ λidqku “ 0u, (3)

where pγ´λidqk is the k-fold composition of pγ´λidq with itself, and k P Z`. The space Eλ,kpγq is
called the generalized eigenspace of λ. For k “ 1 we get equation (1). For k ě 2 we call the elements
of Eλ,kpγq generalized eigenvectors. The index of a generalized eigenvector v is the smallest k such
that pγ ´ λidqkv “ 0.

Definition 2.2. Let tv1, v2, . . . , vku Ă Eλ,k. Moreover, assume that vk is a generalized eigenvector
of index k and:

vk´1 “ pγ ´ λidqpvkq,

vk´2 “ pγ ´ λidqpvk´1q,

. . . ,

v2 “ pγ ´ λidqpv3q,

v1 “ pγ ´ λidqpv2q.

(4)

Then pv1, v2, . . . , vkq is the chain of generalized eigenvectors of length k.

Theorem 2.1. [1][Thm. 9.1.] Let V be a vector space over an algebraically closed field and
let γ : V Ñ V be an endomorphism. Then, there exists a basis B of V such that the matrix
representation of γ in basis B is in Jordan Canonical Form, and vectors of B are generalized
eigenvectors of γ.

Here we present the algorithm to compute the generalized eigenvectors of a self-map.
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2.1 Filtration of domains

The Vietoris–Rips complex provides a method to deal with the reconstruction of the space. Unfor-
tunately, as we already explained, there is no guarantee that a simplex in VRSprq will be mapped
by a map κ induced by g to a simplex in VRSprq, particularly when the map g is expanding. Let the
Vietoris–Rips filtration be H “ K0 Ă K1 Ă K2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Kn “ K. Recall that K̄i is the maximal
subset of Ki such that κ|K̄i

: K̄i Ñ Ki is a simplicial map. The following procedure computes the
sequence K̄ of domains: K̄1 Ă K̄2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă K̄n.

Algorithm 1 Domains computation

1: function domFiltration(filtration K, map g)
2: let K̄ be an empty filtration
3: for each σ P K do
4: τ :“ chainMappg, σq
5: wK̄pσq :“ wKpτq
6: add τ to K̄
7: return (K̄,wK̄)

Proposition 2.1. 1 applied to a filtration K with the function wK on its simplices representing
a filtration K1 Ă K2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Kn returns the filtration K̄ with the function wK̄ representing the
maximal filtration K̄1 Ă K̄2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă K̄n, such that κ|K̄i

: K̄i Ñ Ki is a simplicial map.

Time complexity of 1 is linear with respect to the number of simplices in K. For a filtration
K “ pK1 Ă K2 Ă Kn “ Kq, we construct the persistent homology groups and get a tower in Vect.
We define the boundary matrix D of K:

Drk, ls :“ 〈σk, Bpσlq〉 (5)

The ordering of simplices σ1, σ2, . . . , σm in the columns and the rows of D is consistent with the
ordering in which they appear in the filtration: if i ă j, σk P Ki and σl P Kj then k ă l. Note that
Drk, ls is 1 (or ´1) if σk is a face of σl with coefficient 1 (respectively ´1) in Bpσlq or 0 otherwise.

Example 2.1. Let K be a filtration presented in 1. Let X denote the simplex tXu, XY the simplex
tX,Y u and so on. The ordering of the simplices in which they appear in the complex is:

A,B,C,D,AB,AD,CD,BD,BC,ABD,BCD.

The boundary matrix of K is shown in 1.

The simplices of K are arranged into blocks: entries corresponding to simplices appearing for
the first time in Ki belong to the i-th block of the matrix D and appear before blocks corresponding
to Ki`1,Ki`2 and so on (see 2).

The classical persistent homology algorithm uses left-to-right column additions to bring D into
the so-called reduced form, from which the persistence diagram may be extracted. To explain this in
detail we recall some notations and definitions. Given a matrix we let lowpjq denote the row index
of the lowest non-zero entry in column j and we leave lowpjq undefined if column j is zero. We say
that a non-zero column j of a matrix R is reduced, if there is no j0 ‰ j such that lowpjq “ lowpj0q
in R. The matrix R is reduced when all its columns are reduced or zero.

5
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K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6

A

B C

D A

B C

D A

B C

D A

B C

D A

B C

D A

B C

D

Figure 1: Filtration K consisting of seven levels K1, . . . ,K7.

A B C D AB AD CD BD BC ABD BCD
A -1 -1
B 1 -1 -1
C -1 1
D 1 1 1
AB 1
AD -1
CD 1
BD 1 -1
BC 1
ABD
BCD

Table 1: Boundary matrix R of the filtration K.

︷︸︸︷K1 ︷︸︸︷K1 \K2 ︷︸︸︷Kn−1 \Kn

︷︸
︸︷K1

︷︸
︸︷K1 \K2

︷︸
︸︷Kn−1 \Kn

Figure 2: The structure of the matrix D: simplices are arranged into blocks, s.t. i-th block
corresponds to new simplices in Ki.
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The classical persistent homology algorithm [12][p. 153] consist in bringing the boundary matrix
to the reduced form R. Its generalization to the case of matrices over a general field F is presented
as 2. Note that by performing the same sequence of column additions as in 2 but on the identity
matrix instead of the boundary matrix we obtain a matrix B whose columns constitute the basis in
which the boundary matrix takes the reduced form. The chains in B such that the corresponding
column in R is zero are cycles.

Algorithm 2 Generalized classical persistent homology algorithm

1: function reduce(filtration K)
2: let R be the boundary matrix of the filtration K
3: n :“ number of columns of R
4: for j “ 1 to n do
5: while there exists j0 ă j with lowpj0q “ lowpjq do
6: α :“ Rrlowpjq, js{Rrlowpjq, j0s
7: Rr., js :“ Rr., js ´ α ¨Rr., j0s

8: extract persistence diagram dgm from R
9: return dgm,R

Theorem 2.2. [16] The worst-case running time of 2 is Ωpn3q where n is the number of simplices
in the filtration.

Note that the practically observed running time of 2 is significantly better than the worst case [13,
16]. In order to explain how the reduced form of the boundary matrix is used to obtain the
persistence diagram we need a few more definitions. The simplex σj is said to be positive if the j-th
column of the reduced boundary matrix R is zero. The simplex σj is called negative when the j-th
column of the matrix R is non-zero. The following propositions are useful in the reconstruction of
the persistence diagram from the reduced boundary matrix R.

Proposition 2.2. [12][Ch. VII.1] Addition of a positive simplex σj into a filtration gives birth to
a new homology class.

Proposition 2.3. [12][Ch. VII.1] Addition of a negative simplex σj gives death to a homology
class. Moreover, the cycle representing the killed homology class is stored in the j-th column of the
reduced boundary matrix.

Proposition 2.4. [12][Ch. VII.1] If σi P Ka, σj P Kb are such that lowpjq “ i, then the interval
ra, bs belongs to the persistence diagram DgmpKq where ra, bs is an interval. The multiplicity of the
interval ra, bs is the number of pairs of simplices pσi, σjq with the requested properties.

From Propositions 2.2 to 2.4 we can extract the persistence diagram
DgmpKq. Indeed, it suffices to reduce the boundary matrix of a filtration K and output for every
non-zero column j the interval ra, bs s.t. lowpjq “ i, σi P Ka and σj P Kb. We say that interval
ra, bs corresponds to the column i. The i-th element of the basis B is a cycle. We say that ra, bs is
generated by this cycle.

Our implementation of the peristent homology algorithm uses a modified version known as the
persistence algorithm with a twist [15]. This version in practice is much faster in most cases [13].

7
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A B C D AB AD
-AD
+CD

AB
-AD
+BD

CD
-AD
+AB
+BC

ABD BCD

A -1 -1 1
B 1
C -1
D 1
AB 1
AD -1
CD 1
BD 1 1
BC -1
ABD
BCD

Table 2: The reduced form of the boundary matrix of 2.1. Notice, that AB, AD, CD, ABD and
BDC are negative simplices. Consider ABD: observe that lowp10q “ 8, column 10 corresponds
to ABD appearing in K5 and column 8 corresponds to BD appearing in K3. Therefore, we add
persistence interval r3, 5s to DgmpKq. The simplex ABD kills the cycle created when BD was
added.

Also, we store the boundary matrix D separately as sparse matrices for every dimension to reduce
the necessary memory.

In the study of the persistence of self-maps it is not sufficient to bring the boundary matrix to
a reduced form. We also need the bases Bi of Vi “ HpKiq in which the boundary matrix is in the
reduced form, as well as the matrices of the maps wi : HpKiq Ñ HpKi`1q induced in homology
by the inclusions Ki Ă Ki`1. The following proposition reduces the problem of finding bases for
V1, . . . , Vn to computing persistence diagrams.

Proposition 2.5. The homology classes of the set of cycles in the basis B such that their corre-
sponding intervals contain the value i constitute a basis Bi of the space Vi “ HpKiq.

Since Bi is the basis of the homology group HpKiq every homology class rcs P HpKiq may be
represented as a linear combination of the elements of Bi. The coefficient of this linear combination
may be obtained by solving the respective linear system.

However, when the reduced matrix of the boundary operator R is already computed together
with the matrix B, a cheaper way to obtain the coefficients is presented in 2.1.

Proposition 2.6. 2.1 applied to a cycle c P CpKq and the matrix B returns a vector v s.t.

c “
n
ÿ

i“1

vrisBr., is

Let Gi be a matrix representation of wi : Vi Ñ Vi`1 in the bases Bi, Bi`1. The following
algorithm computes Gi:

Proposition 2.7. 4 applied to a filtration K and the persistence diagram dgm of K returns matrices
G1, . . . , Gn of w1, . . . , wn in bases B1, . . . , Bn.

8
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Algorithm 3 Finding base coefficients of a cycle

1: function baseCoeff(cycle c, matrix R)
2: let n be the number of columns of R
3: let v be a vector with n entries
4: let B be matrix obtained by modifying the identity matrix during reduction of the matrix
R

5: while c is a non zero cycle do
6: i :“index of the last non-zero element in c
7: a :“ ´cris{Bri, is
8: c :“ c´ a ¨Br., is
9: vris :“ a

10: return v

Algorithm 4 Computation of matrix representations of w1 . . . , wn
1: function inclusionSequence(diagram dgm)
2: let n be the number of subsets in the filtration used to compute dgm
3: for k :“ 1 to n do
4: for each interval rb, ds P dgm do
5: if k P rb, ds and pk ` 1q P rb, ds then
6: let c be the chain that generates interval rb, ds
7: let j be the index of the cycle c in Bk
8: let i be the index of the cycle c in Bk`1

9: Gkri, js :“ 1

10: return G1, . . . , Gn

2.2 Tower construction

Let K be a filtration K1 Ă K2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Kn “ K of a simplicial complex K with vertices in a finite
set S. Let g : S Ñ S be a map. The map g may not induce a simplicial map κ : Ki Ñ Ki. Let K̄i

be the maximal subcomplex of Ki such that κ|K̄i
: K̄i Ñ Ki is simplicial. In the last section we

constructed a representation of the tower in Vect:

V1 V2 . . . Vn,
w1 w2 wn´1

where Vi is the homology group of Ki and wi is the linear map between two consecutive homology
groups induced by the inclusion map.

Let K̄ be a filtration of domains K̄1 Ă K̄2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă K̄n inducing the following tower in Vect:

U1 U2 . . . Un
v1 v2 vn´1

where Ui “ HpK̄iq and vi is the map induced in homology by the inclusion between K̄i and K̄i`1.
Finally, let ϕi : Ui Ñ Vi be the map induced in homology by κ|K̄i

: K̄i Ñ Ki.
We show how to get matrix representation of the map ϕi from the underlying map g on vertices,

persistence diagrams of K, K̄ and reduced matrices RK and RK̄ of K and K̄.

9
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Algorithm 5 Construction of a matrix representation of ϕ

1: function sequence(diagram dgmK, dgmK̄, matrix RK, RK̄, map g)
2: let n be the number of subsets in filtration K
3: for k :“ 1 to n do
4: for each interval rb, ds P dgmK̄ do
5: if k P rb, ds then
6: let c be the cycle constructed from RK̄ that is paired with interval rb, ds
7: c̄ “ chainMappg, cq
8: w “ baseCoeffpc̄, RKq
9: for each element wris do

10: if persistence interval of i-th cycle in RK does not contain k then
11: wris :“ 0

12: let j be the index of the cycle c in basis of Uk
13: Φkr., js :“ w

14: return Φ1, . . . ,Φn

Proposition 2.8. 5 applied to a map g : S Ñ S, persistence diagrams dgmK, dgmK̄ together with
the reduced matrices of filtrations K and K̄ outputs matrices Φ1, . . . ,Φn of the maps ϕi : Ui Ñ Ui`1

induced by g and in the bases given by 2.5.

Proof. Construction of the matrix Φk is carried out column-by-column. In line 5 we check if the
cycle corresponding to the interval rb, ds exists in Uk. If so, we compute its image using chainMap
function. Next we find linear combination of the image c̄ and zero-out cycles that do not exists in
the homology group of Vk :“ HpKkq. Finally we set the j column of Φk to be the vector w.

Remark 2.1. Notice that the cycle visible in levels k and pk ` 1q is send to the same image,
therefore one can speed up the computation storing that information. In our implementation we use
auxiliary procedure to pre-compute all redundant data.

The pseudocode to compute representation of a tower in Pairs(Vect) is presented in 6. In lines
2-3 we call subroutine sequence to calculate matrix representation Φ1, . . . ,Φn of ϕ1, . . . , ϕn and
Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn of ψ1, . . . , ψn. In line 4 we use procedure inclusionSequence described in the last
section to compute matrices of maps v1, . . . , vn. To do so we need diagrams Kdgm of the filtration
K, K̄dgm of the filtration K̄ and reduced boundary matrices RK and RK̄ respectively for K and K̄.

Algorithm 6 Construction of a tower in Pairs(Vect)

1: function tower(diagram dgmK, dgmK̄, matrix RK, RK̄, map h, g)
2: matrix Φ1, . . . ,Φn :“ sequencepdgmK, dgmK̄, RK, RK̄, hq
3: matrix Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn :“ sequencepdgmK, dgmK̄, RK, RK̄, gq
4: matrix G1 . . . , Gn :“ inclusionSequencepdgmK̄q
5: return Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn,Φ1, . . . ,Φn, G1 . . . , Gn

10
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2.3 Eigenfunctors

Assume we have a tower M in Pairs(Vect):

. . . Vi Vi`1 . . .

. . . Ui Ui`1 . . .

. . . Vi Vi`1 . . .

wi´1 wi wi`1

vi´1

ϕi

ψi

vi

ϕi`1

ψi`1

vi`1

wi´1 wi wi`1

(6)

The following algorithm computes the tower EλpMq in Vect obtained by applying the eigen-
functor Eλ.

Algorithm 7 Construction of an eigenspace tower in Vect from a tower in Pairs(Vect)

1: function eigenfunctor(matrix Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn,Φ1, . . . ,Φn, G1 . . . , Gn´1; scalar λ)
2: for i “ 1 to n do
3: matrix KΨ :“ kernelpΨiq

4: matrix K :“ kernelpΨi ´ λ ¨ Φiq
5: matrix E1i :“ spaceIntersectionpKΨ,Kq
6: matrix Ei :“ quotientBaseMatrixpK,E1iq
7: matrix Hi´1 :“ matrixRestrictionpGi´1, Ei´1, E

1
i´1, Ei, E

1
iq

8: return E1, . . . , En, H1, . . . ,Hn´1

Proposition 2.9. 7 applied to sequences Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn of matrix representations of ψ1, . . . ψn, Φ1, . . . ,Φn
of ϕ1, . . . , ϕn and G1 . . . , Gn´1 of maps v1, . . . , vn´1 returns the tower of eigenspaces

pEλpϕi, ψiq, δλ,iq

represented by matrices E1, . . . , En whose columns are bases of Eλpϕi, ψiq and matrices H1, . . . ,Hn´1

storing the maps δλ,1, . . . , δλ,n´1 in computed bases.

2.3.1 Generalized eigenfunctor

The algorithm presented in the last section may be extended to compute the tower of generalized
eigenspaces. We formulate the algorithm (8 to compute the second level generalized eigenfunctor
Eλ,2. The main difference with respect to 7 is in solving the equation:

ψipu2q ´ λϕipu2q ´ ϕipu1q “ 0 (7)

for u2, where u1 is one of the solutions of

ψipu1q ´ λϕipu1q “ 0. (8)

The solution of (7) is given by projecting the kernel of the matrix rΨi ´ λ ¨ Φi| ´ Φi ¨ Ks to the
coordinates equivalent to u2, where K “ ker Ψi ´ λ ¨ Φi.

11
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Algorithm 8 Computation of the 2nd level generalized eigenfuctor a tower in Pairs(Vect)

1: function generalizedEigenfunctor(matrix Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn, Φ1, . . . ,Φn, G1 . . . , Gn´1, scalar
λ)

2: for i “ 1 to n do
3: matrix KΨ :“ kernelpΨiq

4: matrix K :“ kernelpΨi ´ λ ¨ Φiq
5: matrix K2 :“ kernelprΨi ´ λ ¨ Φi|Φi ¨Ksq
6: let m be the number of rows of Ψi

7: matrix E1i :“ spaceIntersectionpKΨ,K2r1..m, .sq
8: matrix Ei :“ quotientBaseMatrixpK2r1..m, .s, E

1
iq

9: matrix Hi´1 :“ matrixRestrictionpGi´1, Ei´1, E
1
i´1, Ei, E

1
iq

10: return E1, . . . , En, H1, . . . ,Hn´1

2.4 Matching algorithm

The final phase in the computation of the persistence of eigenspaces is an algorithm that constructs
a basis for a tower in Vect. To present the algorithm we will need the following definitions:

Definition 2.3. A pivot position of a non-zero vector is the position of the first non-zero element
of this vector. It is undefined for the zero vector.

Definition 2.4. A matrix M is in the column echelon form if for any two consecutive columns
ci and ci`1 of M if ci`1 ‰ 0 then ci ‰ 0 and the pivot position of ci`1 is greater than the pivot
position of ci.

Example 2.2. The following matrices are in the column echelon form:

»

—

—

–

1 0 0 0
1 2 0 0
1 1 0 0
2 1 1 0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,

„

1 0 0
1 1 0



.

The following matrices are not in the column echelon form:

»

–

1 0 0
2 0 3
1 0 1

fi

fl ,

„

1 0 0
1 2 1



.

The next proposition is the consequence of the column echelon form definition.

Proposition 2.10. Right-to-left column addition in a matrix M that is in column echelon form
does not violate the column echelon form of M .

We recall the theorem stated in the last chapter:

Theorem 2.3. Any tower of vector spaces admits a matching basis.

Let X “ pXi, ξiq be a tower in Vect. Without loss of generality we assume that for i ď 0 and
i ą n Xi “ 0. Let mi “ dimXi and let Bi be a matrix whose columns constitute a basis of Xi. Let

12
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Ai be the matrix of ξi in the bases Bi and Bi`1. In order to prove 2.3 it is sufficient to show that
a suitable change of bases Bi brings matrices Ai to matching form. This is achieved by 9 which
transforms matrices A1, . . . , An´1 to matching form while keeping track of changes in the bases
B1, . . . , Bn.

Algorithm 9 Matching algorithm

1: function matching(matrix B1, . . . , Bn;A1, . . . , An´1)
2: for i :“ pn´ 1q to 1 do
3: Bring Ai to the column echelon form using elementary column operations on Ai. Update
Bi using elementary column operations and Ai´1 using elementary row operations.

4: for i :“ 1 to pn´ 1q do
5: Bring Ai to the matching form using elementary row operations on Ai. Update Bi`1

using elementary column operations and Ai`1 using elementary column operations.

6: return B1, . . . , Bn;A1, . . . , An´1

The algorithm is divided into two phases:
In Phase 1 we transform Ai to the column echelon form using elementary column operations with
decreasing i. To obtain the column echelon form we use a Gaussian elimination method. We first
clear the first row using the first column, then the second row using second column and so on.
We call the collection of the pivot positions in columns the staircase. In the last step we multiply
columns, so that all entries in the staircase are equal to 1. Column operations on Ai are mirrored
in Bi and performed on row space of Ai´1. We do not modify matrices Ak with k ą i, therefore
the column-echelon form of matrices Ak with k ą i is kept.

Ai−1 Ai
l

l

Figure 3: Whenever we do a left-to-right column operations on a matrix Ai, we do the same oper-
ation on columns of Bi. However in Ai´1 we apply a corresponding top-to-bottom row operation.

In Phase 2 we modify Ai to a matching form with increasing i. We use elementary row operations
to zero-out the elements below the staircase. Observe that when we add the kth row to the lth row
in Ai and k ă l then the the corresponding operation in the base Bi`1 is to subtract lth column
from the kth one. The same column operation is applied to Ai`1 and from Proposition 2.10 we
have that column echelon form of Ai`1 is not violated.

The overview of Phase 1 and Phase 2 is presented in 5.

13
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Ai Ai+1

Figure 4: In Phase 2 when we perform a bottom-to-down row operation in Ai for example we add
the second row to the third one, we have to modify the matrix Ai`1 by subtracting the third column
from the second column. In consequence, the column echelon form is not violated for Ai`1.

Phase 1 Phase 2

Figure 5: Two phases of the matching algorithm shown on a matrix Ai. First we bring the matrix
Ai into the column echelon form, and then to the matching form.

The form of the matrices A1, . . . , An allows to extract the persistence intervals. Observe that
in the matching form basis element is mapped either to 0 or to an element of another basis. We
extract the persistence intervals by ”following” basis element until it is mapped to 0.

Lemma 2.1. 10 applied to matrices A1, . . . , An in the matching form returns the persistence dia-
gram of a tower X :“ pXi, ξiq in Vect s.t. Ai is the matrix of ξi.

Proof. Assume Bt is the basis of Xt. Let b be the jth element of the basis Bt. We mark the column
Atr., js if the pre-image pξt´1q

´1pbq is non-empty. For k ă l let ξlk :“ ξl ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ξk. We start with an
observation that a persistence interval rk, ls in the persistence diagram of X implies the existence
of b P Bk s.t. pξk´1q

´1pbq “ 0, ξlkpbq “ 0 and ξskpbq ‰ 0 for k ă s ă l. In Line 5 we iterate over all
columns of Ak to find elements of Bk with an empty pre-image. Let b be the element fulfilling this
condition. It induces a persistence interval with an end in k. Then in Lines 6-12 we compute the
minimal l s.t ξlkpbq is zero. We mark the column Alr., js, since the jth element of the base Bl has
a non-empty pre-image.

14
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Algorithm 10 Extracting persistence diagram

1: function diagram(matrix A1, . . . , An)
2: let dgm be an empty persistence diagram
3: let all columns of A1, . . . , An be unmarked
4: for k :“ 1 to n do
5: for each unmarked column Akr., js of Ak do
6: l :“ k
7: while Alr., js is non zero do
8: if l ‰ k then
9: mark column Alr., js

10: let i be such that Alri, js “ 1
11: j :“ i
12: l :“ l ` 1

13: add rk, ls to dgm

14: return dgm

Example 2.3. Assume:

A1 :“

»

–

1 0
0 0
0 1

fi

fl , A2 :“

„

1 0 0
0 1 0



, A3 :“

„

1 0
0 1



.

Let A1, A2, A3 be matrices of maps ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 of a tower X “ pXi, ξiq The persistence diagram of X
consists of intervals r1, 3s, r1, 2s, r2, 3s.

Observe that we can stop computation after Phase 1 and extract the persistence intervals from
modified matrices Ai. Phase 2 is necessary to compute the bases of the tower.

Proposition 2.11. The running time of 9 is Opnm3q where m is the maximum of dimensions of
matrices Ai.

Proof. Phase 1 can be divided into n subproblems of bringing Ai into the column echelon form.
Assume Ai is a mˆm matrix with full rank. Computing the column echelon form requires Opm3q

steps: ith column has to be used m ´ i times to zero-out all elements lying on the right side of
the pivot element. Every column addition requires pessimistically m operations. Phase 2 also
requires Opnm3q operations. We can divide it into n subproblems and every subproblem needs
pessimistically the same number of steps as Phase 1.

2.5 Persistent homology of a self map

The computation of λ-persistence diagram for a set of points S, approximation g : S Ñ S and a
value of λ is presented in 11.

Theorem 2.4. Algorithm ( 11) applied to a set of points S Ă Rk and a map g : S Ñ S computes
the λ-eigenvalue persistence diagram of a map g.

Computation of generalized λ-persistence diagram is similar to 11, but with the call to the
function generalizedEigenfunctor in line 8.
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Algorithm 11 Main algorithm

1: function main(points S, map g, scalar λ)
2: let id : S Ñ S be an identity map on points S
3: filtration K :“ vietorisRipsFiltrationpSq
4: filtration K̄ :“ domFiltrationpK, gq
5: diagram dgmK,matrix RK :“ reducepKq
6: diagram dgmK̄,matrix RK̄ :“ reducepK̄q
7: matrix Ψ1, . . . ,Ψn,Φ1, . . . ,Φn, G1 . . . , Gn :“

towerpdgmK, dgmK̄, RK, RK̄, id, gq
8: matrix E1, . . . , En, A1, . . . , An´1 :“

eigenfunctorpΨ1, . . . ,Ψn,Φ1, . . . ,Φn, G1 . . . , Gn´1, λq
9: matrix E1, . . . , En, A1, . . . , An´1 :“

matchingpE1, . . . , En, A1, . . . , An´1q

10: diagram dgm :“ diagrampA1, . . . , An´1q

11: return dgm

3 Numerical Examples

Here we present four numerical experiments which were computed using the algorithms desceibed
in the previous section. The first two examples are self-maps of the unit circle §1 in the complex
plane C. The third example is a collection of three maps acting on a 2-dimensional torus. The last
example concerns a map on a wedge of circles. The aim is to test whether studying the persistence
diagrams of eigenspaces and generalized eigenspaces obtained from a finite sample suffices to recover
the eigenspaces and generalized eigenspaces of the original map.

In all examples we first choose a finite sample from the domain of the map. Depending on
the type of experiment we add some noise. We denote the set of sampled points by S. Then, we
compute the value of the map on elements of S. Every value not in S is replaced by the point in S
that is closest to the actual value. The respective algorithm is presented as 12.

Algorithm 12 Approximation algorithm for a function f on points S

1: function prepareData(f, S)
2: Let g : S Ñ S be a map
3: for each p P S do
4: q :“ fppq
5: let q̄ be a randomly chosen point in S
6: for each r P S do Ź Find nearest point to q in S
7: if distpr, qq ă distpq̄, qq then
8: q̄ :“ r

9: gppq :“ q̄

10: return g

We work over finite field Z1009. It is big enough to capture the behaviour of our examples and
and the computations over Z1009 are not time consuming.
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3.1 Expansion map

As our first example we study the map f : §1 Q z ÞÑ z2 P §1. We represent points in §1 as points in
R2. The circle has only one homology generator in the first dimension and since the map doubles
the angle of points, the homology generator is doubled. Therefore, the only eigenvalue in dimension
one is 2.

In the first stage we choose m “ 100 equidistant points on the unit circle and we add Gausian
noise with 2D kernel of standard deviation equal to σ P r0, 0.30s. Let’s denote this set by S. We
vary the level σ of noise, in order to be able to inspect several cases. We then use 12 to approximate
values of f on the points S. Denote the map that approximates f by g : S Ñ S. The triple pg, S, λq
constitutes the input to 11.

The running times of our algorithm averaged from 10 runs on a laptop with 32GB RAM and
Intel processor with 4 dual 2.4GHz cores are presented in 3. The bottleneck of our algorithm is the
size of the Vietoris–Rips complex and consequently the size of the boundary matrices.

# of points Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
60 0.5 5.1 0.01 0.01
80 1.4 24 0.01 0.01
100 3.2 71.5 0.02 0.01

Table 3: Running time in seconds of 11 for λ “ 2 and S consisting of 60, 80 and 100 points. Phase
1 is construction of the Vietoris–Rips complex. Phase 2 is reduction of the boundary matrices.
Phase 3 consists of computing towers in Vect and the application of the eigenspace functor. Phase
4 is the matching algorithm.

Results. We compute the λ-persistence diagram of g for every value in the field Z1009. The results
are presented in 6. As expected, we see the dominating interval for eigenvalue 2 for all σ’s, except
for σ “ 0.24 where it vanishes due to the noise. When σ is 0.15 or more, which means most of the
points lie in the strip that is equal roughly to one third of the radius, we see intervals in diagrams
for any λ. This phenomenon is known for the pencils of matrices[14][8.3]. It is caused by the high
noise.

3.2 Reflection map

In the second experiment we keep the space §1 and we replace the map by

f : §1 Q z ÞÑ z̄ P §1,
which is the reflection across the x-axis. In this map the unique first homology generator is send
to itself but with the opposite orientation. In consequence, the only eigenvalue is λ “ ´1. We
compute similarly λ-persistence diagrams for every λ P Z1019 on a finite sample and Gaussian noise
with standard deviation σ P r0, 0.24s . The only significant interval is the one for eigenvalue λ “ ´1
in all persistence diagrams.

3.3 Torus maps

In the third experiment we study three maps on a torus. We represent the torus T as the square
r0, 1s2 with identified opposite edges as in 8. Then, every point on T can be described as a pair of
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Figure 6: The persistence diagrams of fpzq : §1 Q z ÞÑ z2 P §1 in the first homology level, with
varying noise σ. Crosses show the persistence intervals for eigenvalue λ “ 2 and dots represent
intervals visible for all values of Z1009. The x-axis is the birth of a homology generator and y-axis
is the death.

two numbers: px, yq P r0, 1s2. The distance function induced after gluing edges is:

distppx1, y1q, px2, y2qqq :“
a

µpx1 ´ x2q
2 ` µpy1 ´ y2q

2,

where, µptq :“ minp|t|, |1´ t|q. T may also be viewed as R{„, where px1, y1q „ px2, y2q if and only
if x1 ´ x2 P Z and y1 ´ y2 P Z.

A 2-by-2 integer matrix A induces a map Ā : T Ñ T definedby Āprxs„q :“ rAxs„. We study
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Figure 7: λ-persistence diagrams of the map fpzq :“ z̄ for different noise levels. Dots represent
intervals of the λ “ ´1 eigenavlue.

the eigenspace towers for maps induced by the following three matrices:

A1 “

„

2 0
0 2



, A2 “

„

0 1
1 0



, A3 “

„

1 1
0 1



. (9)

It is easy to show that the maps induced in the first homology have the same matrix if we choose the
basis properly. For example A1 doubles both generators. In consequence, A1 has only one distinct
eigenvalue λ “ 2 with two different eigenvectors. The map induced by A2 has two eigenvalues λ “ 1
and λ “ ´1 and two eigenvectors: one respectively for every eigenvalue. Finally, A3 has only one
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A A

B

B

Figure 8: Torus representation as a square with opposite edges A and B identified. Arrows show
the direction of glueing.

eigenvector for λ “ 1 and one generalized eigenvector for λ “ 1, which is visible in the Jordan form
of A3.

For every matrix Ai with i P t1, 2, 3u we generate gi the approximation of Āi on the set S
of uniformly drown 100 point in T. The outcome of 11 applied to S and gi is presented in 9, 10
and 11. For g1 we have two dominating intervals for eigenvalue λ “ 2 corresponding to two expected
eigenvectors. In comparison to the previous example we get higher number of short intervals. But
they are easily distinguishable from the expected ones. In the λ-persistence diagram of g2 we have
again two important intervals, this time for λ “ 1 and λ “ ´1. This agrees with the expectations.
For g3 we have only one significant interval for an eigenvalue λ “ 1 in a λ-persistence diagrams.
However, there are two persistence intervals in 1-generalized persistence diagram. The one not
visible in 1-persistence diagram is generated by the generalized eigenvector for eigenvalue 1.

3.4 Figure eight map

In our last example we study a map on the wedge of two circles. Let Sp be a unit circle centered at
the point p P R2. Let a :“ p´1, 0q P R2 and b :“ p1, 0q P R2. We denote the wedge of circles SaYSb
with the letter E. Let Sppαq denote the point on Sp with polar angle α in polar coordinate system
in which p is the pole, and the pole axis is parallel to the OX-axis and facing the same direction.
Two examples of points in E are shown in 12. Let the map f : EÑ E be defined as follows:

fpxq :“

$

’

&

’

%

Sap2αq if x “ Sapαq and α P r0, πq

Sbp3π ´ 2αq if x “ Sapαq and α P rπ, 2πq

x if x P Sb

(10)

Intuitively the map f :

1. on the upper left half it is defined as function z ÞÑ z2 in the complex numbers with origin in
the middle of the left circle(13)

2. stretches the lower left half to the right circle (13)

3. leaves the right circle untouched.
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The space has two homology generators in the first dimension: A and B representing respectively
the left circle and the right one. Then A is sent to A+B and B is sent to itself by map induced in
homology. Therefore, the matrix of the map induced in homology in properly chosen bases is:

M “

„

1 1
0 1



The matrix M is in a Jordan normal form, so we can deduce there is only one eigenvalue λ “ 1.
Moreover, there is one ordinary eigenvector and one generalized eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1.

By selecting 50 equidistant points on the left and right circle we discretize E. Next we add a
Gaussian noise to the points. An approximation of the map is defined as a point closest to the
original image. We repeat the above procedure for the Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance
equal to 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09. Finally we build Vietoris–Rips filtration and compute λ-persistence and
generalized λ-persistence diagrams for k “ 2. In figures 14(b), 15(b), 16(b) and 17(b) we show
generalized λ-persistence diagrams. Figures 14(a), 15(a), 16(a) and 17(a) show λ=persistence
diagrams.

In each case, there is one interval in 1-persistence diagrams, and two intervals in general-
ized 1-persistence diagrams. Moreover the diagrams of eigenspaces are subsets of the generalized
eigenspace which is the consequence of the fact that eigenvectors are also generalized eigenvectors.
No significant intervals are visible for λ ‰ 1.
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4 Single Pass Algorithm

We have developed a single pass algorithm for computing the persistence of a self map. Our initial
implementationis still being tested and a more comprehensive writeup is currently being prepared
to be submitted.

To illustrate the idea, we consider two chain maps given by φ and ψ and let φ, ψ : X Ñ Y .
Recall that the we would like to compute the persistence of

E “ kerpφ´ ψq{pkerφX kerψq

If we consider these as graded modules (or more generally towers of spaces), we can compute the
Smith Normal Form and obtain the barcode. The idea behind the incremental algorithm is use the
fact that at any one parameter value the above are vector spaces. Therefore, by keeping track of
the ranks of images and kernels (and their respective spans), we can formulate an algorithm based
on positive and negative simplices - much like the original persistence algorithm.

We first make the assumption that for simplices with the same values, we insert the simplices
in the target space Y before the simplices in the source space X. We keep a basis for the image of
the boundary matrices of X and Y , which we denote BX and BY respectively. Likewise, we keep a
basis for impφ´ψq, impφq and impψq. Finaally we also keep a basis for the generators and relations
of E, which we denote G and R respectively.

Below we have a simplified version of the algorithm – with many details omitted as the full
pseudocode is a full two pages of boundary cases.

We first consider what happens when we insert a simplex σ into the target space Y . The above
bases are assumed to be up to date up to point before the insertion of the simplex.

1. We reduce the boundary of σ by BY - if it is a cycle (i.e. in the span of BY , we are finished)

2. If the chain is not in the span of BY , the reduced chain is added to the span.

3. The reduced chain is also used to reduce impφ´ψq, impφq and impψq. If a column in impφ´ψq
becomes zero, this consistitutes a birth (this follows since the rank of the image has decreased).
The corresponding element of coimpφ´ψq is added to G. If a column in impφq or/and impψq,
this potentially constitutes a death, and the corresponding elements from coimpφq or coimpψq,
are reduced by G. If they are in the span, then this consistutes a death, since the quotient
has increased in rank.

When the boundary of a simplex σ is added to X,

1. Reduce the chain with respect to BX . If it is not a cycle (i.e. a boundary), then add it to BX .

2. If it is a cycle, then compute the impφ´ ψqpcq, where c represents a cycle.

3. Reduce the image with respect to spanpBY ‘ impφ ´ ψqq. If it is non-zero, then add it to
impφ´ ψq.

4. If it is in the span, then check that it is not in the span of impφq and impψq. Note that
only one needs to be checked. If it is not in the span (can be reduced by either basis, this is
homology class which is born and immediately dies). Otherwise, c is added to G.
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The key idea is to perform reductions only when necessary. When adding a simplex to Y we
can get a death if the rank of pkerφ X kerψq increases (or if both images decrease in rank). There
can likewise be a birth if pkerpφ ´ ψq increases in rank (or the image decreases in rank). When
a simplex is added to X, only a birth can occur. Tghis follows from the condition that these are
required to be chain maps and that we have added simplices to Y first. The remaining work is
book-keeping to ensure we have the correct spans after the imsertion of a simplex.

This algorithm has been implemented in Python and SAGE and will be next rewritten to C++
once it is further tested and optimized. This suggests that most variants of persistence should
have an incremental version. Therefore, there is a clear pipeline from algebraic formulation to
incresasingly optimized algorithms.
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5 Chain Maps on Delauany Complexes and Persistence Flow

The work reported on in Deliverable 1.2 described an equvialence between Cech, Delauanay and
Wrap complexes through simple homotopies. This extends this work to the representation of chain
maps. In the persistence of a self map, we are required to consider a subset of the complex at a
parameter value, so that the map is well defined (i.e. its image is in the complex). The main idea
of the work here is to try to “flow” the image chain backwards in “time,” so that we can consider
a larger subset of the source complex.

Suppose M is a compact subset of Rn and f : MÑM is a continuous self-map. We are interested
in studying the dynamical system in the setting in which f is known only through a sample, by which
we mean a finite subset X Ď M, a function g : X Ñ X, and an ε ě 0 such that dpgpxq, fpxqq ď ε
for all x P X. We call ε the approximation constant of the sample. To construct such a sample,
we may choose a finite set X such that the ε-neighborhoods of the points cover M. For every
x P X, we then define gpxq “ y such that the ε-neighborhood of y contains fpxq. The concept of a
sampled dynamical system appears already in [5], and our work relates to that paper by providing
the combinatorial and computational technology to run the algorithm in [5] on Delaunay complexes
instead of the much larger Čech or Vietoris–Rips complexes. The concept itself is less demanding
than the traditional discrete dynamical system, which samples time but not space. We believe that
this difference is essential to reach experimental settings in which pairs px, fpxqq can be observed
while the self-map remains otherwise unknown. To see that a vanishing approximation constant
is not always possible, consider the map f : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s defined by fpuq “ u

2 . Letting x be the
smallest positive value in a finite set X Ď r0, 1s, its image, fpxq, does not belong to X. We call

λ “ max
x‰yPX

dpgpxq, gpyqq

dpx, yq
(11)

the Lipschitz constant of g. It is not necessarily the same or even close to the Lipschitz constant
of f . However, Kirszbraun proved that for every g : X Ñ X there is a continuous h : MÑ M such
that hpxq “ gpxq, for all x P X, and g and h have the same Lipschitz constant; see [9, 10]. The
Stability Theorem in [5] implies a connection between the dynamics of f and h, namely that for
every eigenvalue t, the bottleneck distance between the towers of eigenspaces induced by f and
by h is at most ε. Furthermore, the Inference Theorem in the same paper implies that for small
enough ε and every eigenvalue, g gives the correct dimension of the corresponding eigenspace of the
endomorphism between the homology groups of M induced by f .

5.1 Prior work and results

We continue the program started in [5] whose goal is the embedding of persistent homology in
various steps of the computational approach to dynamical systems. In comparison, the contribution
of this paper is modest, but it facilitates faster algorithms and therefore computational solutions
to problems much larger than handles in [5]. Specifically, we construct a partial chain map on the
Delaunay complexes in three steps:

DelrpXq
3
ÐÝ DelspXq

Œ 1 Ò 2

CechspXq,
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in which s “ λr and we assume the more difficult case of λ ą 1. Step 1 is easy because of the
Kirszbraun Intersection Property for balls established by Gromov [8]. In our context, it asserts
that if a collection of balls with radius r in Rn has a non-empty common intersection and we move
the balls to new locations such that the distance between any two centers is at most λ times the
original distance, then expanding the balls to radius s “ λr guarantees again a non-empty common
intersection. This implies that DelrpXq is a subcomplex of CechspXq. Step 2 is the most difficult
of the three and relies on the recent proof that CechspXq collapses to DelspXq [2]. To achieve our
declared goal of fast software, we describe an implementation of this collapse that avoids the explicit
construction of the Čech complex. Transporting chains within the filtration of Delaunay complexes,
Step 3 is comparably easy. It has an elementary description in terms of the persistence barcode,
but we prefer the equivalent construction using what we refer to as the persistence gradient flow of
the Delaunay triangulation, which we feel is of independent interest.
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6 Stability of Generalized Persistence

In this section, we outline the general proof for stability of generalized persistence. In Deliverable
3.3 (and the corresponding papers), we discuss the interleaving stability which follows from a
chain level interleaving. The next natural question is an interleaving on the modules correspond
to an equivalent bound on bottleneck distance (i.e. a matching or some equivalent notion for
indecomposables of the module).

While we have worked most of the pieces for this work, we are still working on a more formal
writeup. The key idea is to follow the original stability of persistence proof (as well as the algebraic
stability proof). We recall the key four ingredients:

1. Quandrant Lemma - This is the initial step, which says that if we have an ε-interleaving
between two modules F andG on the chain level, then there is an injective map from F 2εÑ G.
That is, if we consider a class in F which is at least 2ε-persistent, then there is a corresponding
class in G. In the case of standard persistence, this means that each bar in F or length at
least 2ε has a corresponding bar in G (e.g. it cannot map to the diagonal). This follows in
our generalized setting by functoriality.

2. Box Lemma - This is the extension of the quadrant lemma to boxes. In the case of persis-
tence, this is done by considering inclusion and exclusion. In our setting however, this is a
consequence of the quadrant lemma and the Heyting algebra structure. In a sense, this is due
to the fact that the thickening functor gives us an analogue of boxes. We note however that
this must still be made more precise.

3. Easy Bijection Lemma - The first is the observation if the maps in the Box Lemma are of
rank one, then the Box Lemma is sufficient for bottleneck distance (since if there is only one
choice, then the Box Lemma implies a matching). This is equivalent in the case generalized
modules - if the maps are one-to-one across indecompasables then a matching follows.

4. Interpolation - If we can interpolate between modules, then under appropriate tameness as-
sumptions, repeated application of the Easy Bijection Lemma achieves bottleneck distance.
Essentially, we discretize finely enough that at any one step, the Lemma applies and then
repeat to achieve a matching between then original modules.

Here we make several remarks. First, we note that the Quadrant Lemma is a consequence of
functoriality. Likewise, interpolation is a general operation which can be adopted from the algebraic
stability proof in [17], slightly reformulated in terms of pushouts (i.e. colimits) and/or pullbacks(i.e.
limits). Using these universal constructions, given F and G which are ε-interleaved, it is relatively
straightforward to find an interpolated module H which is ε1-interleaved with F and ε2-interleaved
with G for any ε1 ` ε2 ě ε.

On a side note, if we take the image from limit to colimit, we also obtain an interpolated module
with all the “small bars” removed. Considering this interpolation may result in a space of persis-
tence diagrams/barcodes with nicer geometric properties (again, with some genericity assumptions).
However, we have not explored sufficiently yet.

The remaining steps are in the process of being checked. The key remaining obstacle is to define
an analogue of bottleneck distance more precisely. In the case of one-dimensional persistence, the
indecomposables are of rank one making the definition obvious. In our generalized setting, this is
not the case, as indecomposables may be much more complicated. It is clear that a notion such
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as the support will be stable, but we are currently investigating more refined notions of matchings
between indecomposables which are stable.

Finally, while our notion of interleaving does agree in the one dimensional case, it is in some
sense more restrictive than considering notions which have been considered for other case such as
zig-zag persistence. That is, there is a fundamental difference between thickening the topological
space and the thickening of the interval (e.g. a point maps to an interval, an interval maps to a
bigger interval, etc.).

We close by noting that we believe this will be a weaker stability theorem than what is known
in the one-dimensional case. It is however much more general and shoudl provide an insight into
directions for proving stronger results about persistence in more specific cases.
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(b) Generalized λ-persistence diagrams

Figure 9: The 1-dimensional persistence diagrams of towers of eigenspaces of g1.
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Figure 10: The 1-dimensional persistence diagrams of towers of eigenspaces of g2.
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Figure 11: The 1-dimensional persistence diagrams of towers of eigenspaces of g3.
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Figure 12: A plot of the space E. The points Sapαq and Sbpβq are presented together with the
defining angles α and β.

Figure 13: Green part of the circle is sent to the red one. Direction of arrows represents how the
map rotates circles.
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(b) Generalized λ-persistence diagrams

Figure 14: The 1-dimensional λ-persistence diagrams of the map f : E Ñ E without noise. Dots
represent persistence intervals for eigenvalue 1, crosses persistence intervals for other eigenvalues.
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(b) Generalized λ-persistence diagrams

Figure 15: The 1-dimensional λ-persistence diagrams of the map f : E Ñ E. Gaussian noise with
variance σ “ 0.03
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(b) Generalized λ-persistence diagrams

Figure 16: The 1-dimensional λ-persistence diagrams of the map f : E Ñ E. Gaussian noise with
variance σ “ 0.06
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(b) Generalized λ-persistence diagrams

Figure 17: The 1-dimensional λ-persistence diagrams of the map f : E Ñ E. Gaussian noise with
variance σ “ 0.09
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